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ABSTRACT
Our calculus combines class-based features with object-based ones,
with the aim of fitting into a unified setting the “best of both
worlds”. In a mixin-based approach, mixins are seen asincom-
plete classesfrom which incomplete objectscan be instantiated.
Incomplete objects can be completed in an object-based fashion.

Categories and Subject Descriptors:D.3.3 [Programming Lan-
guages]: Language Constructs and Features

General Terms: Languages, Theory

Keywords: Mixins, Incomplete Objects, Language Design, Types

1. INTRODUCTION
In object-orientedclass-basedlanguages, objects are the com-

putational entities of a software system, but they are “passive” with
respect to their structure, which is henceforth fixed by a class hi-
erarchy. In object-orientedobject-basedlanguages, objects are the
computational entities and, at the same time, they govern the in-
heritance mechanism (through operations like method addition and
method override, that produce new objects starting from theex-
isting ones). The class-based paradigm is the one of production
languages (like Java and C++), mainly because it helps imposing
a programming discipline. Fast-prototyping-oriented languages,
such as script languages [7] and delegation-based ones [1, 2], are
bringing renewed interest to the object-based paradigm.

The aim of this work was to design a calculus that combines
class-based features with object-based ones, that is, to try to fit into
one setting the “best of both worlds”, discipline and flexibility first
of all. Object-based objects are prone to be transformed at any point
in a program. Mixins can be seen asincompleteclasses, and their
instances would beincompleteobjects that could be completed in
an object-based fashion. Hence, we think that the best suited inher-
itance mechanism to be integrated with the object-based paradigm
is a mixin-based one more than a pure class-based one. The full
paper can be found at [5]. A preliminary version is [4].

2. THE MIXIN CALCULUS WITH INCOM-
PLETE OBJECTS

Mixins [9] are (sub)class definitions parameterized over a su-
perclass and were introduced as an alternative to some formsof
multiple inheritance. A mixin can be seen as a function that,given
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one class as an argument, produces a (sub)class, by adding and/or
overriding certain sets of methods.

We extend the core calculus of classes and mixins of [8] with
incomplete objects. In our calculus it is possible: (i) to instanti-
ate classes (created via mixin application), obtaining fully-fledged
objects; (ii ) to instantiatemixins, yielding incomplete objectsthat
can be partly usable but might still need to be completed in an
object-based fashion (viamethod additionand/orobject composi-
tion). Mixins in our calculus have the following form.

mixin

method mj = vmj ;
( j∈New)

redef mk = vmk ;
(k∈Redef)

expect mi ; (i∈Expect)

end

Methodsmj = vmj are newly introduced by the mixin,mk = vmk

are redefiningmethods, that will redefine the methods with the
same names from the superclass, andmi are expectedmethod
(names), that must be provided by the superclass. All the meth-
ods are functions of the privatefield, and ofself, which will be
bound to the newly created object at instantiation time. In addition,
redefining methods can refer to their corresponding superclass im-
plementation via a special keywordnext. A mixin type takes into
account the types of the methods already present in the mixinand
the expected types of the components not yet present. New sub-
classes are created by applying a mixin to a class via amixin appli-
cationoperation⋄. We introduce classObject (the empty class) as
the root of any class hierarchy. The type system determines when
a mixin application is possible.

In addition to standard class instantiation, it is also possible to in-
stantiate mixins (using a keywordnew) thus obtaining incomplete
objects. A newly instantiated incomplete object contains only the
mj ’s and themk’s. Therefore, an incomplete object is “incomplete”
in two different respects: (i) it may need some expected methods
(themi ’s); (ii ) its redefining methodsmk’s cannot be invoked until
methods with the functionality of theirnext are added.

Incomplete objects can be completed in two ways: (i) via method
addition, denoted bye1←+ m= e2, that adds one of the expected
methods or one of the missingnexts; (ii ) via object composition,
denoted bye1 ←+ e2 that composes an incomplete object with
a complete one that contains all the required methods. When a
method is added, it becomes an effective component of the host ob-
ject, which means that the methods of the host object may invoke
it, but also the new added method can use any of its sibling meth-
ods. The type system ensures that all method additions and object
compositions are type safe and that only “complete” methodsare
invoked on objects. This way the type information at the mixin
level is fully exploited, obtaining a “tamed” and safe object-based
calculus.



3. EXAMPLE OF OBJECT COMPLETION
BY OBJECT COMPOSITION

Object composition is often advocated as a powerful alternative
to class inheritance, and object composition is often used with del-
egation. These are usually dealt with by the patterndecorator[11].
However, some explicit programming is required. With our linguis-
tic constructs for object completion, both object composition and
delegation are automatically handled by the language. We exploit
these features to implement a logging system based on streams,
usually implemented according to the decorator pattern.

We first give the definitions ofCompress mixin and Buffer

mixin that implement compression and buffering functionali-
ties on top of any stream class.File, Socket and Console

represent basic stream functionalities (for I/O on a file, on
the net, and on the standard input-output, respectively).
let File =
mixin
method write = . . .
method read = . . .
. . .
end in

let Socket =
mixin
method write = . . .
method read = . . .
method IP = . . .
. . .

end in

let Console =
mixin
method write = . . .
method read = . . .
method setFont = . . .
. . .

end in

let Compress =
mixin
redef write = λ level. λ self. λ next. λ data. next (compress(data, level));
redef read =λ level. λ self. λ next. λ . uncompress(next (), level);
constructor λ (level, arg).{fieldinit=level, superinit=arg};

end in . . .
let Buffer =
mixin

redef write = λ size.λ self. λ next. λ data. // bufferize write requests;
redef read =λ size.λ self. λ next. λ . // read from the buffer;
constructor λ (size, arg).{fieldinit=size,superinit=arg};

end in . . .

Note that the class to which the mixin is applied may have more
methods than expected by the mixin. For example,Compress can
be applied toSocket ⋄ Object even thoughSocket ⋄ Object has
other methods besidesreadandwrite. Streams are created by com-
posing streams with advanced functionalities, that are incomplete
objects (i.e., instances of the appropriate mixin), likeCompress,
with streams with basic functionalities, likeFile:

let fileoutput =
(new Compress("HIGH"))←+(new (File ⋄ Object) ("foo.txt")) in
fileoutput.write("bar")

The power of object composition can be seen when we compose
more than one stream in a chain of objects. For example:

let fileoutput =
(new UUEncode("base64")) ←+(new Compress("HIGH"))←+
(new Buffer(1024))←+ (new (File ⋄ Object) ("foo.txt")) in

fileoutput.write("bar")

Construction of decorations can be delegated to different parts of
the program and the resulting incomplete objects can be assembled
to build a complete object. For instance, the following codedele-
gates the construction of decorations for buffering and compression
to two functions, and then assembles the returned objects:

let o1 = build compression() in

let o2 = build buffering() in

let out= o1←+ o2←+ (new(File⋄Object)("foo.txt")) in
out.write("bar")

The function build compression returns a specific incom-
plete object according, e.g., to user’s requests: it can return
a simple Compress object, or a UUEncode one. Similarly,
build buffering takes care of building a buffering object. The
two returned objects can be completed with a chain of←+ opera-
tions. Now we can program our logging functionalities exploiting
the stream system shown above.

let Logger =
mixin

method doLog =λ verb. λ self. λ msg.
write(self.getTime() +": " + msg);

method getTime = . . .
expect write;
. . .

end in
let logger =new Logger(verbosity)←+ output in

output.doLog("logging started...")...;

Theoutput object can be any stream object we showed above (as,
for example,fileoutput). Suchoutput object does not even
need to be a stream, as long as it provides the methodwrite. We
can also program amultiplexerthat writes to many targets and use
this multiplexer to complete our logger.

let Multiplexer =
mixin

method addTarget =
method removeTarget =
method write =
. . .

end in

let multi = new Multiplexer ⋄ Objectin
multi.addTarget((new Compress("HIGH"))←+
(new (File ⋄ Object) ("foo.txt")));

multi.addTarget((new Buffer(1024))←+
(new (Socket⋄ Object) ("www.foo.it:9999")));

let logger =new Logger(verbosity)←+ multi in

output.doLog("logging started...")...;

4. FINAL REMARKS
We plan to combine incomplete objects with the higher-order

mixins of [3]. Moreover, we want to study a form of object-based
methodoverridesuitable for incomplete objects, and a more gen-
eral form of method addition. Defining subtyping on objects is a
work in progress.

An explicit form of incomplete objects was introduced in [6], as
an extension of Lambda Calculus of Objects of [10]. We do not
know of any other proposals to instantiate mixins in order toobtain
prototypical incomplete objects within a hybrid class-based/object-
based framework.
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